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Research Updates

An Economic Analysis of Intelligent
Transpotiation Systems in the Distn”bution
of Agm”cultural and Food Products

Albert J. Allen and Warren C. Couvillion
Department of Agricultural Economics
Mississippi State University

David Parrish
Social Science Research Center
Mississippi State University

An economically eficient and eflective transporta-
tion system is one of the essential components for the
economic and sociai weil-being of agribu~”ness~rms that
provi& agricultural andfoodproducls to consumers and
end-users in the state. One possible methdfor improv-
ing that system is the use of tnteliigent Transportation
Systems (ITSS). ITSS are systems that encompass several
technologies, including information processing, commu-
nications, control and electronics. Z+ey provide the link
between vehicles and infrastructure. In the transportation
industry, Global Positioning Systems (GPSS) is a means
of tracking and manag”ng mobi[e assets. With the current
level of technology, workz’wiak tracking impossible. GPSS
encompass a number of technolop”es, including informa-
tion processing, communications control, and electronics
used to link vehicles and infrastructure for improving the
efficiency and safep of transportation (Navigation
Technolo~”es, 1998). Policymakers and investors need
information to exzzmine the usefulness, cost, and applica-
bility of ITS technology to the agricultural and food
transportation industries. Such information will be
valuable to firms contemplating investment in these
systems. In aah?ition, the availability of this information
should enhance the competitiveness of the Mississippi
agribusiness firms.

Xhe spec~jic objectives of thisproject are:

(1) to identlfj and construct spatial aizta lqersfor key
segment infrastructure ahta for Mississippi agri-
business;

(2) to provide a comprehensive invento~ of GPS
transportation &ta sources, research and extension
publications in agricultural andfood distribution;

(3) to analyze and characterize the various types of
GPSS currently available, for use in the transporta-
tion of agricultural andfoodproducts; and

(4) to determine the advantages and disadvantages of
using GPSs for moving agricultural andfoodprod-
ucts within, from, and to Mississippi.

The project will provide an economic evaluation of
alternative types of ITSS used in the movement of agri-
cultural andfoodproducts. The costs, &pes, and uses of
dl~ferent GPSS will be obtained using primary and sec-
oruhy sources. On-site visits will be made to selected
jlrms using GPSS. GPS users will be surveyed to assess
the advantages and disadvantages of using GPSS in their
operations.

Introduction and Problem

IntelligentTransportationSystems (ITSs)encom-
pass severaltechnologies, including information proc-
essing, eomnnmications, contro~ and electronics.
These systems provide a link between vehicles and
infkstmeture to improve the efficiency and safkty of
transportation(NavigationTechnologies, 1998). In the
context of ITSs, positioning systems measure the
location of cars, trucks,automobile buses and trains.
Examples of positioning systems include Loraq
Omeg% radar, sonar, Global Positioning Systems
(GPSS),terrestrial-vehicletracking systems, and dead-
reckoning (DR) systems (Drane and Rizos, 1998).

According to Drane and Rizos, there are three
major classes of positioning systems: signpost,
wave-base~ and dead-reckoning. Conceptionally,
the signpost system measures position by the vehi-
cle’s proximity to a specific reference point, a sign-
post. A wave-based system uses the propagation
properties of waves to determine position. The DR
system relies on the sensing components of a vehi-
cle’s acceleration or velocity. This information is
then integrated to determine the track of the vehicle.

Each system ean be fiu-t.herdivided into several
subcategories.The wave-based system can be classi-
fied into severalgroups: satellite-basedself-positioning
systems; satellite-based remote-positioning systems;
terrestrial-based self-positioning systems; and terres-
trial-based remote-positioning systems. The signpost
systems are divided into self-positioning and rernote-
positioniugsystems.DR systemsare difi%rentiatedinto
pure dead reckoning and map-aide~ DR systems
(Drane and Rizos, 1998).

Based on Drane and Rizos’ research, ITSS
have five functional areas: advanced traffic man-
agement systems (ATMSS); advanced traveler
information systems (ATISS); advanced vehicle
control systems (AVSCS); advanced public trans-

Information in this paper is primarily taken from a project by
Allen, Couvillioq and Parrish (1999).
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portation systems (APTSS); and commercial vehi-
cle operations. In addition, ITSS can include
emergeney management (EM), electronic payment
services (EPS), advanced vehicle safety systems
(AVSSS), and vulnerable traveler services (VTS)
(Intelligent Transportation Systems, 1998).

Althoughthere are severalpositioning systems in
intelligent transportation systems this research is
primarily concerned with a GPS, the positioning sys-
tem that consists of a constellation of 24 satellites
orbiting the @ transmitting precise time and posi-
tion information 24 hours a day. Funded by the U.S.
Department of Defense, this $13 billion system is free
to all users (Precision Mapping GPS Upgrade, 1997).
In the transportation industry, a GPS is used to track
and manage mobile assets; with the current level of
technology, such trackingcan be implemented world-
wide. The use of eomputer$ specializedsoftware,GIS
informatio~ and GPSSis adverkd to form intelligent
systems (ITSS).Additionally,some advertisementssay
this information can be used to help produce reports
(such as fuel usage in each state) that will help in the
efficiency of an operation (Tmnsp-vl Topics, 1997).
The problem is that little informationexistson the cost
of the systems and the tme benefits to specificcompa-
nies. These systems work with or need GIS packages
that must be purchasedor produced.More information
is needed to ascertain the actual costs in time and
money commitments from companies that wish to
invest in these systems. The economic benefits of
having l’l%susing GPSS and GISS for the food and
agriculturalproducts transportationindustryneed to be
researched. The benefits that might be derived from
using ITSSfor the tmnsportationsectorincludereduced
operating costs, reduced paperworkburdeq improved
sa%ty performance, improved system operating effi-
ciency, and better serviceto customers (Wei, 1998).

Standardized spatial data covering the agribusi-
ness”m&@@ure in Mississippiarenot available.This
void has prevented or limited investigation and re-
search applying spatial technologies to agribusiness.
Also missing is iniionnationon researchthat examines
the usefulness,CO* and applicabilityof the technology
to the agricultural and food tmnsportation industries.
This tionmtion would be valuable to firms ecmtem-
plating investment in such ITSS.

Objectives

This project seeks to begin the development of
a systematic and standardized set of spatial data
layers for strategic segments of Mississippi’s agri-

business intiastructure; the layers will be usefid to
state leaders, decision-makers, and research scien-
tists in agribusiness planning, in development, and
in the decision-making process. The project will also
provide basic cost data on ITSS used in moving
agricukural and food products. These data are to be
integrated to provide basic data for research in
agricultural transportation.

Procedures

To complete Objective 1, several steps must be
executed, namely (a) an examination of existirig
spatial data layers and the identification of strategic
layers that need to be developed through contacts
with agribusiness and GIS professionals, units, and
agencies (that is, Mississippi Automated Resource
Information System and Mississippi State University
Extension GIS); (b) use of existing data sources and
other data available within the Social Science Re-
search Center to catalog and locate Mississippi’s
agribusiness infrastructure; (c) purchase of addi-
tional data sources to augment extant data sources
and to develop new layers; (d) development of
standardized metadata tables and information for
each of the infiastracture layers so the data are
readily available and usable for researchers; (e)
development of standardized spatial layers for each
identified agribusiness sector so that each layer can
be related to other agribusiness layers, census dat~
and existing spatial data already available at the state
and national levels.

To accomplishObjective2 of the study, informa-
tion wiUbe obtained from the Interne$ transportation
associations, state departments of transportatio~ fixl-
eral government and other sources. This information
will be published.

Information on the costs, types, and uses of
systems available to the food and agricultural
transportation sector will be the focal point of
Objective 3. To accomplish Objective 3, secon-
dary and primary data will be used. Published
information from advertisements, trade associa-
tions, manufacturers, distributors, and actual users
(when possible) will be compiled to provide an
up-to-date list of the various systems available to
the industry. Primary data will be obtained
through on-site visits to firms using GPSS. In-
vestment costs and a list of benefits (financial and
other) of the systems will be used to analyze the
role and potential role that GPSS have or will have
in transporting food and agricultural products.
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In Objective 4, information on the advantages
and disadvantages that might encourage or discour-
age the use of current and future GPSS by agricul-
tural and food transportation fms will be obtained
through the survey developed in Objeetive 3 and the
information gathered in Objective 2. This informa-
tion will be made widely available and will provide
invaluable feedbaek to manufacturers, distributors,
users, and potential users of these types of systems.
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Small-Volume Fresh Produce
Growem’ Marketing Channels:
A Case Study of Tennessee Producem

John R. Brooker and David B. Eastwood
Department of Agricultural Economics

and Rural Sociology
University of Tennessee, Knoxville

Marketing practices of fresh produce growers
in Tennessee were obtained born a sample of op-
erators located in 29 counties surrounding six major
farmer’s markets in Tennessee. Information was
gathered about farming practices, types of flesh
produce grown, sizes of operation, and marketing
activities. Together, 128 usable questionnaires were
returned, which amounted to a 20-percent response
rate. Respondents provided information about the
distribution of their produce sales through three
types of market outlets-freer’s market, on-farm,
and wholesale.

Analysis of results indicated the following. The
average size of a fm was 162.9 acres, which was
somewhat larger than the Tennessee average of 145
acres. However, the averageacreage used for produce
production was 23.5 acres,suggestingthat the respon-
dents had relatively small produce operations. The
averagenumber of crops grown was 3.3 per fanq and
three-quarters of the growers raised born one to four
produce commodities. More than one-half used on-
fimn sales for at least one of the produce emnmodities
grown by the enterprise. Almost 40 pereent of the
growers only sold at least one produce item through
farmer’s markets. Thirty percent only used the com-
mercial distribution system.A chi squaretest led to the
infkreneefiat there was a tendeneyfor smallergrowers
not to use the wholesale type of outlet and the larger
ones to use it. Labor was found to be the most limiting
fmtor for the expansion of production. When asked
what problems limitedprofitability,labor wasnoted by
47 percent of the respondents, followed by weather,
which was reported by 37 percent of the respondents.

A logit regression mode~ in which the depend-
ent variable was the probability of selecting a type
of market outlet, was estimated. Independent vari-
ables included whether double or triple cropping
was used, percent of f- income fi-om produce
operations, farm income as a pereent of total house-
hold income, age of respondent and amount of time
spent in off-farm employment by the primary op-
erator. Significant variables were acreage, acreage
per produce crop grown, use of hired harvest labor,
use of USDA grading, and produce income as a
percent of farm income.

Results of the surveyprovide usefid information
about typical produce opemtionslocated near farmer’s
markets. Although a variety of markets were involved
in selling the output farmer’smarkets and direet sales
seemedto be more prevalentthan wholesale(commer-
cial) channels. Within the channel, distributors were
used most frequently, followed by grocery stores. No
single limiting factor was found to be pervasive, but
the availabilityof hired labor did appearto be the most
problematic. Less than 20 pereent of the producers
used USDA grading standards.

The decision about expanding production
involves more than a consideration of the inputs.
Labor requirements should be evaluated carefully.
But ways of selling the increased output are crucial.
If the operation is small and expansion is in terms of
more commodities, then f~er’s markets and on-
farm sales may be adequate. However, adding to
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overall production acreage should be associated with
not only the labor needs but also with the availability
and feasibility of selling through commercial chan-
nels. The latter would entail following USDA grad-
ing standards.

Spec@c Programs That the Past
28 Winnem of the Malcolm Baldrige
National Quality Award, 1988-1996,
Have Undertaken to Implement
Their Quality Strategies

Robert R Cangemi and Raymond H. Lopez’
Pace University
Lubin School of Business
White Plains, NY

This study builds on previous work by
Cangemi and Lopez (1999), which examined the
strategies followed by the past 28 winners of the
Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award
(MBNQA), 1988-1996 .2The goal of the study is
to share information about successfid performance
programs of MBNQA winners with companies in
the food industry. Specifically, 2,028 entries were
analyzed and classified according to 53 discrete
programs that we identified from the winners’
Baldrige application summaries. Among the areas
that we wanted to examine was the frequency of
program citations in each of the 11 Core Values
(CV) and the differences that there maybe among
the four company categories (total (I): 28 compa-
nies; manufacturing (II): 15; small (HI): 6; service
(IV): 7).

Summary of Key Results:
Percent of Companies That
Cited Programs vis h vis Core Values

CV 1: Customer Driven Quali~
Focus on Customer Needs:

I (21?Lo); II (21’Yo);III (25%); IV (20%)

CV2: Eflective Leadership
Focus on Customers:

I (25’?4,); II (14%); III (0);

lKristen Ryan, Research Assistant

2Cangemi, Robert R Cangemi aud Raymond H. Lopez 1999.
“Findings of Strategies Followed by the 28 Past Winners of the
MalcQlmBakhigeNationalQualityAward 1988-19%.” Journalof
Fwd~s~”bution Research. XXX(l): 167.

Participation by Leaders in Forums, etc.:
I (14%); II (14’?40);III (47%); IV (12~o)

(Y 3: Continuous Improvement& Learning

Benchmarking:
I (23%); II (16%); 111(22%); IV (28%)

Design Improvement:
I (1 8%); 11 (13Yo); III (35%);IV(17~o)

CV4: Valuing Employees
Human Resource Programs:

I (28%); II (22’%0); 111(62%); IV (12’Yo)

Opportunities to Show Skills:
I (28%); II (3 l%); III (4%); IV (32%)

CV5: Fast Response
Shorter Cycles for Products:

I (42%); II (48%); III (18%); IV (45%)

CV6: Design Quality and Prevention
Build Quality into Products & Services:

I (28’%o); II (20%); Ill (35~o); IV (47%)

Diverse Sources for Design Quality:
I (38%); 11(49%); 111(13%); IV (28%)

CV7: Long-Range View of the Future
Anticipate Market Change:

I (38%); 11(35%); III (22%); IV (63%)

CV8: Management by Fact

Analysis for Cause and Effect:
I (34%); 11(38%); 111(1 8%); IV (33%)

Use of Performance Measures:
I (27%); II (35%); III (25%); IV (870)

CV9: Partnership Development
Long Term Objective (IntemaVExtemal):

I (32%); 11(33’?40);111( 58%); IV (8%)

External pMtnedIipS

I (28’Yo); II (25’%o); III (21VO); IV (42%)

CWO: Corporate Responsibility and Citizenship

Concerned for Outside Environment:
I (53?40); 11(68%); 111(67’?40);IV (1 IYo)

Be a Partner in Community Activities:
I (30%); II (23%); III (23%); IV (50%)

CV11: Results Orientation
Monitor Performance and

Support Improvement:
I (41Yo); II (26’?40);III (100%); IV (32Yo)
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Implications of Changes in the Food
Supply Chain for Small andi14e&m-Sized
Produce Firms in the Pat@ Northwest

SarahM DrutTPI,DesmondO’Rou~ andJii MeChISkey

Introduction

Two major changes are occurring in the food
supply chain. As a result of internal growth, merg-
ers, and acquisitions, fewer larger firms are increas-
ingly dominating the buying segment. Coupled with
this trend is an increased emphasis on both elec-
tronic data interchange (EDI) and produet attributes,
ranging from appearance, condition, packaging, and
food safety to growing and processing practices.

The chief concern of small and medium-sized
agricultural suppliers is that they will gradually be
excluded from doing business with major purchasers
as the cost and sophistication of the EDI systems,
quality assurances, and operational controls de-
manded by those companies continues to rise.

The goal of this research is to assess the current
relationship between large purchasing companies
and a sample of their small and medium-sized sup-
pliers, and to project how the terms of that relation-
ship is changing as large purchasing companies
attempt to strengthen their competitive position.

Methods

In order to focus the research, this project
looked only at small and medium-sized suppliers
based in the Pacific Northwest. These suppliers
were segmented into two categories, suppliers of
fresh fmit or vegetables and suppliers of frozen
ftit or vegetables. Various suppliers meeting
these criteria were included in the study at the
recommendation of a panel of experts familiar
with the various industries involved. At their
recommendation, small fhns were defined as
those with gross sales dollars of less than 10
million for fresh produce suppliers and less than
100 million for frozen produce suppliers. Medium
firms were defined as those with gross sales dol-
lars between 10 million and 50 million for fresh
produce suppliers and between 100 million and
500 million for frozen produce suppliers. During
the interview process, suppliers were asked to
categorize themselves according to these defini-
tions. These suppliers were requested to partici-
pate in the project on a voluntary and confidential

basis. Retailers will be selected on the basis of
size and willingness to grant an interview.

The same panel of experts used to select the
supplierparticipantsaided the developmentof a series
of interviewquestionsappropriatefor eaeh segmentof
the study, taking into consideration information
gleaned through a review of literature on the topics.
Each questionnaire included questions pertain@ to
eapabi.litiesissues-such as order tum-aroun~ order
volume and frequeney, speeial packaging organic
capabilities, relationship technology such as stock
replenishment and EDL business terms such as con-
tract%volume of accounts,payment terms, and pricing
issues,and executiveperspectivesof the changesin the
industry and where their firms fit into the emerging
picture. Personal intxviews were then carried out for
each of the suppliers willing to participate and will
soon be carried out on the retail side.

Results on the supplier side have been tabulated
and assessed and the same process will be used with
the retail response. Due to the non-random seleetion
and small sample of executives included in the
study, the analysis of the responses is subjective.
They do, however, shine light on the dynamics of
the relationship between the ever-larger retailers and
small and medium-sized suppliers.

Results

At this point in the researc~ the only completed
section available to present is the results of the
supplier surveys. Of the nine fresh produce execu-
tives approache~ executives with all nine different
companies agreed to participate. Of those compa-
nies, five are involved in the tree fiwitindustry, two
in the vegetable industry, and two with their main
business in potatoes. Eight of the nine companies
described themselves with sales between $10 million
and $50 milliow with one placing its sales below the
$10 million mark. On the frozen produce side of the
project 11 of the 13 company executives who were
asked to participate agreed to do so. Of those 11
represented companies, five have their own brand
while the other six sell for private label at the retail
level. Business in this category included cut and
mixed vegetables, berries, potatoes, hit, and other
processed fi-uit and vegetable products. Seven of
these companies fell into the medium category with
sales roughly in the range of$100 million to $500
million, with several fms going slightly over the
$500million mark. Four firms had sales below the
$100 million mark.
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Supplier Capabilities

Fresh Produce Suppliers

The fnst series of questions covered supplier
capabilities. All firms claimed the ability to fill
orders in one day or less although most said the need
for this is not typically required.

Ml firms affirmed their ability to meet special
packaging requirements for their accounts; however,
the extent to which they were able to vary the pack-
aging difkred greatly. While one respondent stated
there was nothing that could be done which was not
currently an issue in the marketplace but whether it
was actually done or not depended on the numbers,
most fms described their abilities in different
terms. Four firms could vary size; five could do box+
bag, or banded packs; five could vary labeling; and
one of the vegetable firms mentioned meeting spe-
cial product mixes and cuts.

Ability to meet requests for organic products
was somewhat of a mixed bag. While all but one
fm has received requests for organic produce, only
three seriously included organics in their product
mix. Three additional firms have dabbled in organ-
ics but mentioned that it was either eost-prohibitive
or that product is not readily available at this point.
Each of these suppliers should be able to meet
requests in the fiture should the organic market
segment increase. Three f- do not handle organ-
ics at this point but are developing the ability to do
so on a small scale. One of these firms refers all
such requests to an organic sales company.

Frozen Produce Suppliers

Frozen firms tended to need much more time
for filling orders. Four fms needed between one
and four days, with several of them saying that it
could be done faster. The buyer was discouraged
from such requests by dollar penalties. Four firms
needed about a week, and the remaining two firms
replying to the question required between one and
two weeks. Firms with brands tend to have the
ability to respond more quickly than their counter-
parts in private label.

Most firms also have the ability to deliver or
arrangedelivery to buyer-specifiedlocations-dy
distribution centers-at au appointedtime. Most fitms
also provide assistance in arrangingtransportation for
their buyers although not all take advantage of it. All
firms offer less than truckload volumes although

several offkr till truckload discounts or require the
buyer to deal with transportationor to pay penaltiesfor
small amounts. Most iirms allow buyers to exercise
their own discretion as to frequency of delivery since
they are the ones paying for transportation. However,
several firms do limit frequency according to the size
of the account. Logistics and mode of transportation
can also limit the frequency of delivery.

Although several fms have the capability to
ship anywhere in the United States, most firms
service mainly companies in the West and Midwest,
with some international business as well.

As in the fresh segment, all frozen suppliers
who were interviewed had the ability for some kind
of special packaging. Variations on sizes, including
bundled product can generally be done by ti’of the
fins, with capabilities such as product mix and
recipes, style of package, promotional pallets, and
pallet UPCS scattered among the firms.

when it comes to organic product capabilities,
only one i%rnsaid that they had not had any requests
for organic products, and three additional firms were
not currentlyprocessingany organicsalthougheachof
than are consideringa changein that policy. Six of the
interviewedexecutivespredicted continued growth in
the organicmarket including each of those firms that
were not processingorganicproduct. However, two of
the companies that currently process are considering
dropping out of this market and another is not sure
that it has the growthpotentialneeded to remainprofit-
able. These companies see the segment as a niche
mmket only. One other executive eomrnented that
organic product in their industry receives such high
premiums on the fresh market that frozen production
does not have an adequate supply.

Relationship Technology

Fresh Produce Suppliers

On the technology side of things, only two of
the nine fms participate in stock replenishment
programs. Both of these firms could be considered
the largest tree fruit companies included in the study.
Most fmns did not participate in such programs due
to the lack of a request to participate. Only one fm
admitted that their lack of such a program was due
to its lack of year-round supply. This firm was also
the smallest fmn surveyed.

Five fares are currentlyusing some form of EDI
with a very low number of suppliers who typically
represent large volumes. Two other firms are in the
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process of acquiring a workable EDI system. Of the
firms that havean operablesysterq most use it only for
invoicing at this point. Several firms mentioned the
inadequacies of available software for an integrated
EIX system for their particularbusinesses.

Frozen Produce Suppliers

All but two of the firms do not participate in
stock replenishment programs. The main reason for
not participating in such programs was, like the fresh
segment, the lack of requests Ii-em buyers. Other
reasons included the lack of proper information
systems and the bulk of a company’s sales occurring
through brokers who handle EDI for them.

Frozen produce f=s tended to be ahead of”
fresh fms in the EDI category. Eight of the 11
fms surveyed are using EDI to some degree al-
though, in practice, the EDI systems tend to be
primarily external. Two fms use their EDI system
internally, with glitches in information systems
prohibiting external use. Several other tis use EDI
for inventory control for the receipt of purchase
orders, invoicing, and shipment conflation.

Business Terms

Fresh Produce Suppliers

When asked how most of their business is
done, every fresh produce firm replied that virtually
all is done via contracts and ongoing relationships,
with an emphasis on relationships. All but two firms
admitted that cold calls were all but extinct for them.
Most contracts are for periods of less than one year,
but one fm does about 50 percent of its business
via contracts of at least a year. Other than this, such
contracts were entered into by only one other f-
and those contracts comprised a small percentage of
its business. Only one fm does any business with
bids based on product specifications, and only two
do business on the spot market.

The number of companies with which iirms do
business varies widely from 20 plus to 300. All
fms surveyed do some business with wholesalers,
and while a large percentage of the companies with
whom they do business are wholesalers, that seg-
ment represents a small and steadily decreasing
percentage of the volume. As another sign of con-
solidation occurring in the grocery industry, all but
two of the queried firms said that the number of
companies to which they sell is deereasing, but

volume is increasing. The remaining two firms said
that the number of companies to which they sell is
remaining steady.

Payment terms in the freshproduce industrytend
toward net in 30 days with some variation. Only one
h offered discounts for early payment and several
others had terms for net with less than 30 days. One
firm mentioned that buyers are pushing for longer
terms due to “money transfer technology.”

When it comes to price, about one-half of the
fms negotiate with buyers off of the general or
federally published market price while the other half
negotiates off of a company price list or have con-
tracts with built in-pricing formulas.

Frozen Produce Suppliers

Like the fresh produce segment, the frozen
produce suppliers overwhelmingly do the majority
of their business through ongoing relationships and
contracts, with an emphasis on ongoing relation-
ships. One fm does most of its industrial business
this way but maintains that most of its retail business
is mainly via cold calls. Every other fm does very
little or no business through cold calls. Quite a few
f-do some contract business with the majority of
that for one year or less although some companies
do have contracts for more than one year. Very little
business is done with bids based on product specifi-
cations or on the spot market.

The number of companies with which firms
do business varies from 15 to more than 200. One
firm does business with a number of companies
through brokerage firms. The other firms handle
their accounts on their own. Two firms do not
have any wholesalers in the mix, and most others
have only small numbers of wholesalers. Unlike
fresh produce suppliers, three of the frozen pro-
duce suppliers have seen an increase in the num-
ber of companies with which they do business.
This is due in part to growth in international ac-
counts, but for one firm, some of it also comes
from domestic business. The one firm that has had
increases in domestic accounts also commented on
niche business as a company asset, possibly ex-
plaining part of the increase. Three firms have
decreasing rolls while four firms have rolls that
are remaining steady in terms of numbers although
there is some flux in smaller accounts. Several
firms also mentioned that, while accounts are
decreasing or remaining steady, the size of ac-
counts is increasing.
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Payment terms used by frozen produce suppli-
ers typically allow a 2 percent discount if paid
within 10 days with the net amount within 30 days
with minor adjustments for several different firms.
While four iirms expect payment within the allotted
discount perio~ the majority of the firms queried
said that payment is typically late and that discounts
are taken regardless of the payment date.

Pricingschemesin the fiozimproduceindushyway
greatly. While several firms offi a take-it-or-leave-it
price l& othetsbegin negotiationsfrom their price list.
Stillothersnegotiateiiorn the marketpriceor attemptto
stay a given pmentage below national brands. Some
&ns negotiateprice once a year as the price comes h
and someuse a f- publishedpriceI& withaUow-
ancesfor regionand transportation.

Executive Perspectives

Fresh Produce Suppliers

Executives have seen their companies’ relation-
ships with largebuyers changedramaticallyduring the
past several years. Market power has shifled even
furthertoward ever-largeraccounts,putting downward
pressure on price. Accountsare continuallyrequesting
new services and insisting on stricter standards. An-
othercommon commentwas relatedto the lack of time
that buyers for largecompanieshave. Many executives
refined to past experiencewhen having some kind of
relationship with a buyer was not uncommon. This
seems to have changed with buyers being given in-
creasing stores as consolidation occurs as well as
having less influence in the corporate office. These
trends are expected to continue with the addition of
severalnew changes. Food safety issues are expected
to be a hot item during the next few years, with recent
requests for quality control hotlines and other similar
programs. Most executives also mentioned a move
toward consolidation on the supply side in order to
maintain market viability. It was also mention~
however, that such consolidation on the supply side
may not necessarily result in market viability but in
large suppliers that make the same mistakes the small
&ms did.

Also mentionedwerea numberof advantagesthat
these Northwest firms have to offer. Most provide
year-round supply and focus on high and consistent
qualityproduce.Many iirms seethemselvesas flexible
and service-orient~ and one individual even mert-
tioned what seems to be a dying cry-that the firm
of%rs reliable quality, serviee, value, honesty, and

integrity. Challenges that these firms are facing Iiom
large accounts include unrealistic expectations and
short-term thinking labor availability, adaptability,
capitaldemands, capacity,cost contro~and developing
niches that will value differentiatedproduce.

Frozen Produce Suppliers

Executives on the frozen produce side have
witnessed many of the same trends in their own
dealings with large accounts. They are seeing fewer
buyers and lower prices with increased competition
with fewer personal relationships due to pressures on
buyers and the high turnover of buyers. Also men-
tioned is a drive toward private label by retailers.
Several firms feel that these trends have made them
stronger and have enhanced their relationships with
large buyers because of the way in which they have
handled the changes. These trends are expected to
continue overall with increased demands for services
and information systems capabilities. Also men-
tioned was the continuing difficulty for smaller
suppliers to introduce new products.

While only one fm replied that it had nothing
special to of%r large buyers, most interviewed fm
think that they offer something speciaI to large
buyers. Most list quality, and several include such
attributes as flexibility, expanse of product line,
financial stability, and customer service. Several of
the firms have brands that offer increased category
sales and consistent strong margins.

Ahnost evexy firm cited consolidation on the
supply side as a challenge that they would face during
the next few years in order to remain viable suppliers.
Severalmentioned cost reduction and increasingeffi-
ciencyalong with capitalrestraintsthat may preventor
limit a presence in markets due to slotting fes. An-
other issue that was consideredwas maintaining flexi-
bility and consistent supply with variations in the
volume and timing of the available crop.

Customers’ Willingness
to Travel to Farmer’s Marketsl

DavidB. Eastvvood
Department of Agricultural Economics

and Rural Sociology
University of Tennessee

1Research was fimded by the U.S. Department of Agriculture,
Agricultural Marketing Service, Federal-State Marketing Im-
provement Program.
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Changing lifatyles and improved understanding
about the relationships between diet and health are
leading many people to increase their consumption of
freshproduce. These commodities are sometimes sold
in alternativeretail outlets. Farmer’s markets have the
potential of becoming important sources of fresh
produce for many food shoppers, but they operate in
highly competitive environments in which groc~
stores have the advantage of convenience.

Food shoppersat six f~er’s markets in Tennes-
see were surveyed in the summer of 1997. Part of the
questionnaire focused on the distance that a person
would be willing to travel to patronize a fhrmer’s
market under d.iilkrentquality and price situations.The
former pertainedto the same or better quality than that
available at the supermarket where the respondent
shoppe~ and the latter involved prices that were 10
percent and 20 percent below those of the supermarket
that the person patronized.

This problem setting is a type of contingent
valuation methodology. There were six questions that
asked respondents how far they would be willing to
travel to a farmer’s market given either the same or
better quality than at supermarketsand prices were the
same, 10 percent lower, or 20 percent lower than at
supermarkets. A double-bounded tobit regression
model was used to estimate the relationship between
the distance people indicated they would be willing to
travel and shoppers’ perceptions of the farmer’s mar-
kets, distances to and Iiequencies of patronage of
alternative outlets, and demographics.

Respondents indicated that the average distance
to the farmer’s markets, where they received the sur-
vey, was 8.5 miles. Respondents only had to travel 3.3
miles, on average, to the supermarket where they
typically shopped for find. Given the same qualitythat
was availableat the supemmrketswhere they shopp~
the predicted distanceswere 6.6,8.2, and 8.6 miles for
the same price% 10 percent lower prices, and 20 per-
cent lower prices respectively, at freer’s markets. In
the first two instances, the distances are less than the
average actual distance, and the third is about equal.
Thus, significantprice reductions at fhrmer’smrakets,
by themselves, may not resuh in increased patronage.
However, the corresponding willingness to travel
distances for better quality with the same, 10 percent
lower@ce$ and 20 percent lower prices has predicted
mileage of 10.1, 15.7, and 18.4. These results indicate
that quality is an extremely important factor used by
food shoppers in deciding whether to patronize
freer’s markets.

Building a World Wide Web
Infrastructure for Regional Food
Systems Education and Outreach

Carl L. German
Marketing
University of Delaware

Richard VanVranken,
Rutgers University

Kathleen Klotzbach
Rutgers University

Introduction

The World Wide Web (WWW) is revolu-
tionizing access to and delivery of information
with timely and easy-to-use technology. The
extension-outreach system of land-grant universi-
ties can utilize this powerful tool to enhance edu-
cational opportunities for food system profession-
als and consumers. The issues facing the industry
are complex, and an effective method of address-
ing them is needed. Extension education on the
WWW that is developed around a food systems
model will allow delivery of personalized instruc-
tion while providing multi-disciplinary answers,
which are not logistically feasible with traditional
programming methods. Transforming the mode of
access to university resources maintains the lead-
ership position of the land-grant system and col-
laborating institutions in the delivery of research-
based food system information to stakeholders
and citizens of the region.

The purpose of this project is to develop a
model infrastructure for interdisciplinary edu-
cational efforts, building on the strengths of the
collaborating institutional partners within the
region. The interaction of many disciplines—
such as agricultural production, marketing, safe
handling of a regional food supply, environ-
mental issues, and nutritional sciences—illus-
trates the diverse educational needs of
stakeholders. Increasing the understanding of
the interrelationship of the entire food system,
including its relationship to the environment and
the value of its various components, ultimately
contributes to the viability of the regional agri-
cultural industry. This, in turn, maintains the
quality of life for residents.
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Objectives

(1) To formulate a stakeholder review committee of
Mid-Atlantic representatives for each compo-
nent (including, as appropriate but not limited
to, leading agricultural direct fkrm marketers,
state Department of Agriculture, environment or
health personnel, university and extension spe-
cialists, industry representatives, community
members, and fanners).

(2) To gather research-based informatio~ including
case studies on farm retailhvholesale direct mar-
keting, women’s health, food safety, and envi-
ronmental issues.

(3) To create and kumch the Mid-Atlantic Regional
Food Systems Web Site (featuring an easily ac-
cessible and searchable database of basic and
advanced resources, multimedia educational
presentations, searchable directories of experts,
current bibliographies, calendars of related
meetings, on-line joumaldnewsletters for publi-
cation of timely research and news, discussion
forums, and au expanded Farmer’s Market Line
to include the entire region).

(4) To enhancethe fi.mctionof the direet-market and
to develop other appropriate E-mail discussion
groups as sounding boards for the identification
of needs and the gathering of responses for in-
dividuals, organizations, and agencies, including
the development of searchable archives of each
discussion group.

(5) To develop evaluation mechanisms to determine
impact and to allow continual feedback for im-
provement of the system.

Mission

Incorporating the disciplines of nutritiow food
safety, marketing, and environmental issues, the
project mission is to illustrate how the collaboration
of institutions can aid in the development of more
efficient WWW-based educational and outreach
tools. Appropriate stakeholder representatives will
drive the infiwmncture to be develope~ supporting
and directing professionals in content development
and who, in turn, direct a web-master and team of
programmers to produce the end produet for the
info~ation consumer. Both consumers and

stakeholder review boards will provide feedback for
continually updating and improving the site, identi-
fied as the Mid-Atlantic Regional Food Systems
World Wide Web Site (MARFSWS). The goal of
the MARFSWS is to increase accessibility to re-
sources and expertise across institutional boundaries
in the Mid-Atlantic region. This will help to meet the
range and urgency of the technical needs of profes-
sionals in business, government, private, voluntary
and non-governmental organizations, students,
agricultural producers, and consumers.

Projeet Components

The web site will initially be comprised of the
following five components:

(1) Dietary Intervention-The goal of this compo-
nent is to bring together a consortium of nutri-
tion educators from Mid-Atlantic Consortium
(MAC) institutions to develop and implement a
Food Systems Nutrition Education Program.
The Program’s goal is to have a positive impact
on women’s health and to raise awareness
among nutrition professionals and the public
about the interconnection of foo~ heal~ agri-
culture, and the environment.

(2) Consumer Interface with Regional Food Pro-
ducers-This component will provide a direct
link between consumers searching for local food
supplies and producers looking to sell directly to
consumers.

(3) Agricultural Direct Marketing-Marketing spe-
cialistsand agentsfrom severalNortheasternstates
have proposed the creation of an information re-
source center for farm retail directmarketing,The
centerwill become a centralizedclearinghousefor
information and will coordinateresearchand edu-
cational activitiesfrom across the region. Altern-
atively,a W site will fkeilitatethe transfix of
iniiormationand expertiseand will increasethe ef-
f~veness and efficiencyof public sector efforts
to enhancethe industry.This willbe accomplished
through group interaction between educators, in-
dustry representatives, farm retail market opera-
tors, and direct wholesalers.

(4) Food Safety-This component is targeted to
appropriate end users to maintain the food
safety and quality of the regional food supply.
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(5)

The goal of this component is to coordinate ef-
forts among food safety and production scien-
tists to develop and disseminate pertinent in-
formation to producers and consumers.

Environmental Issues—This component is
aimed at promoting sustainable agricultural
practices to help strengthen the food system.
The adoption of improved farming practices can
lead to better soil health, a healthier food sup-
ply, and greater ecological benefits. Information
will be provided to stakeholders about collabo-
ration in agriculture and watershed management
issues.

Current Status

This project was fi.mdedin June by a competi-
tive grant received from the Mid-Atlantic Consor-
tium (MAC). Work has begun on programmingg the
farm market database for the consumer interface and
on progr amming for the agricultural direct market-
ing component.

Partners

Universities and Higher Education

Middlesex County College, NJ; Penn State Uni-
versity, PA; The University of Delaware, DE;
Rutgers, The State University, NJ; Sussex Com-
munity College, NJ; University of Maryland,
College Park; University of Maryland, Eastern
Shore; University of Maryland Wye Research and
Education Center, MD.

Indu,wy

Brandywine Farming Traditions, DE; Brodhecker
Farms, NJ; Fifer Orchards, Inc., DE; Filasky’s
Produce, DE; Matarazzo Farms and RJM Marketing,
NJ; New Jersey Dietetic Association, NJ; Produce
Marketing Association, DE; Springdale Farms, NJ;
Wakefern Corporation, NJ; Walker Brothers, Inc.,
NJ; Walnut Grove Farm, NJ; Windy Brow Or-
chards, NJ; and others.

Community

Food Bank of Monmouth/Ocean Counties, NJ;
Produce for Better Health, DE; Sussex County
Agriculture Development Board NJ; Sussex County
Board of Agriculture, NJ.

Government

DelawareDepartmentof Agriculture New Jemey De-
partmentof Healti, New JerseyDepar@nentof Agricul-
m, U.S.Food& DmgMminMmb“oIyUs.Dep@ment
of Agricukm (USDA)-CSREES;USDA-ARS.

Project Duration

June 1999 through June 30,2002

Evaluating the JTWingness-to-Purchase
IPM-Grown Fresh Produce

Ramu Govindasamy and John Italia
Dept. of AgricuIturaI,Food, and Resource Economics
Rutgers University

Demogmphic&ra@msQ“ “Csthatcausemlsumers
to be more Iikelytopuwhasein@g@edpestmanagement
@M)@own produce are empirically evaluated. A
wdlingaess-to-purchasemodel for IPM prodnee is esd-
matedalongwitha modelthatprediclswhichconsumers
strictlypurchase only conventionalproduce. The two
separatelogit models decompose the effkct of seveml
comer characteristicsand demographic i%ctorsthat
inflneneethe willingness-to-purchaseconventionaland
IPM-grown iksh produce. Participants with higher
annualincomeswewmorelikelyto expressan rnterestin
purchasinglPM prodneeandalso appearedless likelyto
strictlypurchaseconventionalproduce.The results also
indicatethatyoungerindividuals-those who kquently
purchase organic produce, those who visit fhrmer’s
mark~ and thosewho live in suburbanareas-will all
be more likely to purchase IPM-grown produce. The
likelihoodof purchasingonlyconventionalproducewas
foundto increasewithage.Thosewhohadknowledge of
IPM were both more likely to purchase IPM-grown
produceand less likelyto purchaseonly conventionally
grownproduce.

Research into consumer response toward 1PM
produce is currently underrepresented in the litera-
ture. Nearly all existing IPM literature has been
supply- or production-oriented. The majority of
studies regarding consumer demand for IPM present
only descriptive statistics or aggregate tabulations of
willingness-to-purchase and willingness-to-pay
measures. This study attempts to further the chances
that IPM-labeled produce can be successfidly mar-
keted side-by-side conventional and organic produce
by identifying and isolating the market segments that
would respond favorably to it.
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Some people are aware of the need for good
nutritio~ know how to eat nutritiously, believe what
they eat is nutritious, but do not eat a healthy diet.
Others may be unaware of the need for good nutri-
tion or do not know how to improve the quality of
their diet. Food nutrition educators face the chal-
lenge of providing information that is relevant for
each group and that will help them improve their
diets. Marketers of nutritious food products confront
a similar problem when they try to tailor their ad-
vertising and promotion messages to address the
perceived needs of consumers. In this research, we
profile the consumer segments that have good diets
or poor diets and who have strong or weak interest
in or knowledge about food nutrition.

Besides information about what people eat the
1994-96 Continuing Survey of Food Intakes by Indi-
viduals (CSFII), conductedby the U.S. Deparbmmtof
Agriculture,and the 1994–96 Diet and Health Knowl-
edge Swvey (DHKS) include information about how
important people think some healthy eating practices
are for th~ how they use food labels, and what
dietarypracticesthey followto lower fat consumption.
Respondents answered between seven and 11 ques-
tions in each of these three areas. We developed a
summated score for each area fi-omthe questions with
high positive factor scores.These scores were used to
classi$ people into three approximately eqyal groups
(Stro% Mcdiw and Weak),based on their interestor
knowledge. Consumptionpatterns were also classikd
using the Healthy Eating Index (HEI) categories
(Goo& Needs Improvement and Poor), resulting in a
grid with nine cells for each of the three areas. Chi-
Square tests found these cells significantly related—
with many background variables, including regio%
household size, gender, ethnic origi% educatiow age,
employment staw and housing tenure. Frofles of the
households in the comer cells-Strong-Go@ Strong-
Poor, Weak-Goo4 and Weak-Poor-were used to
develop possible educationaland marketing strategies
needed to reach these segments.

Contingent Valuation of Health Risk
Reductions Through Beef Irradiation

Arbindra P. Rimal
Stanley M. Fletcher
Department of Agricultural and Applied Economics
College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences
Gritlln Campus

Kay H. McWatters
Center for Food Safety and Quality Enhancement
Department of Food Science and Technology
College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences
Griffh Campus
University of Georgia

Background

The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and
the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) have
approved the use of irradiation for beef Consumers’
acceptance of irradiated beef products and their
willingness to pay premiums for increased food
safety is of paramount interest to beef producers,
processors, and marketers.

In the case of food safety, researchers must
resort to non-market valuation techniques to measure
consumers’ willingness to pay (WTP) for reduced
food risks when market data are not available. Con-
tingent valuation (CV) is generally considered the
most appropriate choice for measuring food safety
(MisrA Huang, and 0% 1991; V~ Ravenswwt
1990). CV is commonly used in food safety issues
to present respondents with hypothetical scenarios of
risk reduction and to ask them to name a price that
is the most they are willing to pay above the normal
purchase price to reduce the food safety risk. Indi-
viduals should be willing to pay more for a larger
risk reduction than for a smaller risk reduction
(Jones-Lee, 1974; Barrington and Portney, 1987).
The questiow however, is the threshold between the
two levels of risk reduction. If, for a consumer, the
difference between two levels is insignificant, there
may not be any significant difference between the
amount that s/he is willing to pay for the two levels
of risk reduction. The invariability in valuation
responses was reported by Buzby, Skws, and Ready
(1995) and Eom (1992).

The first objective of the study is to obtain an
empirical estimate of the value that consumers place
on the reduction of food risk through the use of
irradiation technology on beef products. The second
objective is to evaluate the validity and effiwtiveness
of dichotomous choice with follow-up question
approach in the contingent valuation method. The
issue of starting-point bias in this kind of approach
is also addressed. Finally, the relationship between
the amount that a consumer is walling to pay for a
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risk reduction and the magnitude of the reduction is
evaluated using a relative risk information format
and an absolute risk information format.

Methodology and Data

Although single bounded dichotomous choice
method represents a dominant format for contingent
valuation of non-market goods (Hernges and Sho-
gren, 1996), it has many weaknesses. According to
Cameron and Quiggin (1994), it is statistically
inefficient because a large number of observations
are required to identi~ the underlying distribution of
resource value with any given degree of accuracy.
An alternative CV survey stmtegy intended to reduce
this inefficiency was introduced by Carson, Hene-
mann, and Mitchell (1986). It involves the use of a
second threshold offer as a follow-up dichotomous
choice. This approach is popularly known as a
double-bounded referendum approach in CV
method, Under this method, if a respondent indi-
cates a willingness to pay the first threshold arnoun~
the new threshold amount which is about two times
the first threshold amount, is offered. If the respon-
dent indicates unwillingness to pay the fwst thresh-
old amount, then the second threshold amount,
which is about one-half of the original amount, is
offered.

The efficiency gained by using a foUow-up bid
in the CV method may be subject to the starting
point bias—that is, the first bid amount may unduly
influence the response to the follow-up bid. When
the respondents are uncertain about the value of the
non-market goods, they are likely to anchor their
WTP amount on the first bid value (Herriges and
Shogren, 1996).

A national telephone survey of 750 households
will be conducted at the end of September 1999.
Prirnaty shoppers in the households will be asked
questions in five broad categories. A double-
bounded dichotomous choice CV technique will be
used to measure willingness to pay for irradiated
beef within the formats of relative and absolute risk
reductions. Two alternative techniques for model
estimation will be used. One technique would be to
estimate two sets of models independently for the
two responses. The underlying hypothesis is that the
two responses are independent of each other. The
other alternative would be to include both the re-
sponses in a joint specification. The difference
between WTP distributions implied by initial and

follow-up bid responses will be determined by
estimating changes in mean willingness to pay
(MWTP) due to the starting bid amounts. The im-
pact of demographic factors, personal experience of
food poisoning, and belief and attitude about food-
bome risks on the willingness to pay for risk reduc-
tion by beef irradiation will be evaluated.

Expected Results

It is expected that the WTP at the instant of the
initial contingent-valuation question and the WTP at
the instant of the follow-up question are not statisti-
cally different. This will allow us to estimate a lower
bound and an upper bound of the estimated value of
food risk reduction through the use of irradiation
technology on beef products although the true un-
derlying point value will be the same. We expect
that starting point will not significantly distort the
respondents’ answers to willingness-to-pay ques-
tions. We expect that consumer valuation of risk
reduction through irradiation technology under an
absolute risk reduction program varies significantly
compared to that under a relative risk reduction
format. However, significant correlation may not
exist between the magnitude of risk reduction and
consumer valuation of risk reduction through beef
irradiation.
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Marketability and Economic
Advantages of Transgenic Sweet Corn
for South Georgia Vegetable Growers

Forrest Stegelin
University of Georgia

Introduction

South Georgia agriculture is fhmiliar with the
concepts of transgenic varieties of row crops, espe-
cially cotton and soybeans. These crops are not
typically viewed as food crops, although the oils
may be a food product. New transgenic varieties for
these crops and additional crops are announced with
moderate regularity. Could transgeuic sweet corn
varieties offer management options to vegetable
growers as well as to the mainstream field/feed com
producers? Could transgenic sweet com varieties
offer food processors a more unifom perhaps even
higher-quality, product that consumers will purchase
and approve?

Transgenic (Bt) sweet corn varieties are touted
as offering an economically viable extension to the
production season by overcoming the late-season
humidity and the intense, late-season insect pres-
sures in South Georgia. However, with food crops
such as sweet corn, more than just the cost of pro-
duction versus the revenue potential must be consid-
ered. After all, if the consumer does not like the
food item the consumer will not buy the food item.
Hence, the revenue “potential” to the producer
remains just that-a potential, but not a reality. So,
not only must the economics of production be ana-
lyzed, the consumer acceptability and consumer
markets must also be tested or reviewed. The legiti-
macy of Bt sweet com as an agronomic possibility
in South Georgia is not being questioned; traditional
swwt com varieties for both fresh and frozen ears of
sweet com have been produced for numerous years
for fresh produce sales throughout Georgia and for
a frozen vegetable processing and packaging facility
in Southwest Georgia. Field com and feed grains

have likewise been an economic mainstay for South
Georgia farmers.

Research Methodology

Small plot tests of transgenic and non-
transgenic sweet com varieties were grown in ran-
domized blocks on a cooperating vegetable pro-
ducer’s fdand in 1999. The cooperator has expe-
rience raising sweet com and other vegetable crops
under contract for the frozen food processor. The
test plots of sweet com were grown under pivot
irrigation and raised beds, and under the supervision
of crop and soil scientists and vegetable crops spe-
cialists, following all the recommended production
practices encouraged born Georgia’s land-grant
universities. Enterprise budgets and cost data were
monitored for the production season. Project design
consisted of a factorial plot layout, with both Bt and
non-Bt varieties under-sprayed and with non-
sprayed insect controls.

Seeds for the sweet com varieties were pro-
vided by Novartis See& Attributem (the Bt variety)
and Bonusm (the non-Bt variety) for both a spring
planting and a summer planting (similar in timing to
doubled-cropped vegetable production). The Spring
sweet com harvest was completed in late June, and
the Fall sweet eom harvest results were completed in
late September for both the Bt and non-Bt sweet
com varieties.

Data on the sweet eom test plots were collected
for both the transgenic and non-transgenic varieties.
Data included ear numbers, ear length, kernel fill,
and damage ratings. This information was used to
assess the marketability of the ears, whereby the
criteria corresponded closely to U.S. No. 2 or better
sweet com grades, as defined in the U.S. Code of
Federal Regulation Standards for Grades of Sweet
Corn. Revenue projections were developed for the
number of marketable ears harvested, as in fresh
produce marketing.

Consumer preference studies were conducted
with the harvested ears of both the transgenic and
non-transgenic varieties of sweet corn. The focus of
the consumer preference studies was to learn of
consumer perceptions on visual acceptability and on
taste or palatability. Ears in the husk as well as ears
cleaned but uncooked, as well as ears ready to eat
(mm on the cob) were presented for evaluation. The
consumer preference studies were conducted at the
State Farmer’s Market in South Central Georgia.
Scores of the consumers’ comments and evaluations
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of such things as general appearance, kernel fill,
kernel color, silks, milkiness, and taste were re-
corded, but without any identification (varietynames
nor Bt/non-Bt descriptors) to the consumers. A
priority ranking of purchase order was also col-
lected. The only commercialization conveyed was a
note of thanks to Novartis Seeds for having provided
all the sweet com seed used in the plot trials.

Results and Observations

Ear Data

Ear numbers and ear lengths were recorded by
replicated plot and percentage ratings were assigned
for kernel fill and inseet damage-for the spring and
fall harvests and the transgenic and non-transgenic
varieties. All ratings were made riflerallowing for a
one-inch ear tip cutoff, as is commonly used in
sweet corn marketing. The rating scales are pre-
sented below in Tables 1 and 2.

“Marketable sweet corn” was defined as ears
with at least 80 percent kernel fill and a damage

Table 1. Kernel Fill Rating Scale.

rating of slight or better. This criteria corresponds to
the U.S. No. 2 or better sweet corn grades as defined
in the U.S. Code of Federal Regulation Standards
for Sweet Corn.

A random sample of 10ears were taken from the
harvest of each randomizedplot and evaluated.For the
late June sweetcom harvem ear lengthwas not statisti-
cally diffimnt between the Bt and non-Bt varieties.
Percent kernel fill was fti for both sweet com varie-
ties but the tmditionaLnon-Bt variety had a slight yet
non-significant advantage.The significant difference
was in the percent damage rating, where only 14 per-
cent of the Bt earshad any damage, versus 56 pereent
of the non-Bt ears and darnage being more severe
(more than one-half of the kernels on some ears) on
non-Bt ears. Combining the three criteri%marketable
ear percentages were 50 percent for each variety.
Because of the unfavorable planting growing and
pollination conditions in 1999, marketable percentage
values were adjusted by eliminating the criteria of
kernel fill, resulting in the Bt variety having 100 per-
cent marketable ears and only 60 percent marketable
ears for the non-Bt sweet com (Table 3).

Rating 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

0/0 Fill 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Table 2. Ear Damage Rating Scale.

1 2 3 4 5
Rating none slight moderate severe very severe

0/0 Damage o <10 10-25 26-50 >50

Table 3. June Harvest Results.

Ear Length Kernel Fill Damage Raw ‘%0 Adjusted
Variety (cm) Rating (1-10) Rating (1 -5) Market. Ears 0/0 Market. Ears

Bt 19.25 6.80 1,40 50 100

non-Bt 19.40 ‘7.25 3.20 50 60

Similar results were observed for the Septem- score marketable ear percentage was 7 percent
ber sweet com harvest. Mean ear length was insig- higher for the Bt variety (40 percent versus 30 per-
nificantly longer for the non-Bt variety as was the cent). When adjusted to disregard the kernel fill
kernel fill rating in favor of the non-Bt variety (Ta- rating, again 100 percent of the Bt ears were market-
ble 4). As with the June harvest the Bt variety had able, while only 70 percent of the non-Bt ears met
a significant edge in the percent damage rating. Raw the required damage rating for marketable ears.
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Table 4. September Harvest Results.

Ear Length Kernel Fill Damage Rating Raw % Adjusted %

Variety (cm) Rating (1-10) (1 -5) Market. Ears Market. Ears

Bt 19.15 6.50 1.10 40 100

non-Bt 19.30 7.00 2.25 30 70

Economic Value

Rather than extrapolating the small plot data
to a one-acre scale, a regional market price ob-
served at the local State Farmer’s Market and an
average yield for commercial South Georgia sweet
corn producers was used to develop an economic
value comparing the varieties (Table 5). Using the
30 percent value of marketable ears for non-Bt
sweet com as a baseline value, the increase to 40
percent marketable ears for the Bt variety repre-
sents a 33.3 percent yield increase. The regional
average yield of 600 dozen ears per acre is then
adjusted to 800 dozen ears and an additional
economic gross revenue of $ 350 per acre ($
1.75/dozen times 200 dozen). The incremental
cost differences observed between the Bt versus
non-Bt varieties were higher seed costs but lower
ag chemical costs and lower application expenses
(weed control only).

Consumer Preferences

Five-point Likert Scales were developed to
evaluate and score consumer opinions and prefer-
ences (Table 6). The Bt variety was a clear favorite

when ears-in-the-husk (with the one-inch ear tip plus
exposed silks cutoff) as no worm or insect entry
points were noticeable when compared to the non-Bt
variety ears (4.89 mean score for Bc 3.06 for rion-Bt
as to appearance). In viewing the ears-cleaned-but-
uncook~ a less distinctive difference was observed
as an overall mean score between the Bt and non-Bt
sweet com variety, although the Bt variety did get
the more favorable score (4.26 for Bc 3.54 for non-
Bt), with the non-Bt variety’s visible damage being
of concern.

When reporting on the sensory experience of
eating the corn-on-the-cob (ears cooked, ready-to-
eat), there were neady identical scores compiled for
the Bt and non-Bt ears, although the non-transgenic
ears were a sugar-enhanced variety. Participants in
the survey signed a human resources/subjects re-
search release as a standard procedure for taste
studies, and although a reference to transgenic va-
rieties was included in the release, few participants
understood the term to raise issue with the Bt con-
cept or few were coneemed about a transgenic food
product anyway, as no one declined to participate
upon reading the release. Neither verbal pronounce-
ments nor signage divulged the nature of the sweet
corn.

Table 5. Econoxnic Value Gained From Bt Variety Sweet Corn.

0/0Marketable Ears Regional Average Yield Gross Revenue

(doz. ears/acre)

Non-Bt 30 600 $1,050

Bt 40 800 $1,400

Change + 33% + 200 + $350
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Table 6. Consumer Acceptability of Sweet Corn Varieties.

Mean Scores. 5-Point L&ert Scale
Bt Variety Non-Bt Variety

Visual Acceptabdity
General Appearance 4.26 3.54

KemeI Fill 4.05 3.35

Kernel Color 4.51 4,55

Silks 3.97 3.89

Palatability

Overall Taste 4.48 4.34

Milkiness 4.40 4.32

Sweetness 4.26 4.30

Conclusion

(1)

(2)

The research results suggest the following:

Bt sweet com gives an opportunity for increased
economic revenue to South Georgia vegetable
growers from a cost-accoundng perspective.

Frozen food processors could gain a more
uniform product from the field using IN va-
rieties, leading to less waste and a higher
pack-out for freezing.

(3) Consumer tastes and visual preferences sug-
gest the Bt variety tested is not as well re-
ceived as some non-transgenic varieties of

sweet com but was comparable to the non-Bt
variety in the test trials.
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Commercial Fruit and Vegetable
Growers’ Satisfaction W%hRetail Seed,
Fertilizer and Pesticide Suppliers in the
Georgia Coastal Plain

Forrest Stegelin, University of Georgia

Introduction

Modem food horticulture crop farming (fruits
and vegetables) has become an increasingly complex
business. Technological advances have led to the
development of many new seed varieties, fertilizers,
and pesticides, as well as to the evolution and adop-
tion of specialized machinery and equipment, in-
cluding precision ftig techniques. Commercial
producers draw best management practices and
advice from numerous sources in both the public
and private sectors.

Retail suppliers of the critical inputs have been
an integral part of the information transfer network
for decades. Besides the inputs (seeds, fertilizer,
pesticides, equipment) and information (production
and agronomic advice, productlservice information,
equipment leasing, innovations, market develop-
ments), retail suppliers and dealers may also provide
services (scouting, consulting, record-keeping,
credit, custom applications). Hence, retail produc-
tion inputs suppliers play a neeessary role by assist-
ing growers in getting food horticulture from plant-
ing to processor ador purchaser.

This study focuses on the potential influences of
such factors as price, convenience, servicesprovid~
financing capabilities, company reputatio~ employee
knowledge, production skills and technology charae-
teristi~ and temne of relationshipbetweengrower and
retailer (firm and/or salesperson) on producer prefm-
ences about retail inputs suppliers. Of particular con-
cern is the impact of these factors on grower/fro
operator satisfactio~ supplier characteristics, and the
minimum service bundles/packages required of a
supplier. Retail suppliers can use this tiormation to
explore criticalaspectsof non-pricecompetitionand to
establish benchmarks for evaluating purchaser satis-
faction of the marketing firm’s four marketing Ps and
to potentially increase their respective market shares.

Research Methodology

Most of Georgia’s commercial flu.itproduction
(namely peaches and berries/brambles) and nearly

all of the commercial vegetable production occurs in
the Coastal Plain region of South Georgia. The retail
inputs suppliers in the Coastal Plain were the focus
of a commercial fkuit and vegetable grower survey
mailed in the Winter (January-February) of 1999 to
the memberships of commodity organizations and
commodity committees (specific fit and/or vege-
table crops). If a producer was a member of more
than one of these activities, only one copy was sent
to an address, due to screening and purging of the
individual mailing lists. A follow-up survey was
mailed to any of the initial 304 operators not re-
turning the fwst questionnaire, with 102 completed
surveys being tallied for the results.

In the 1998 growing season, the supplier con-
centration suggested that fewer than a dozen inputs
suppliers accounted for three-fourths of the sales
activity. The univariate analyses cited in the follow-
ing figures pertain to the grower’s main retail inputs
suppliers of seed (or plants), fertilizer, and pesti-
cides. Frequency counts and a five-point Likert
Scale were used to rate the importance of reasons,
attributes, and services provided by retail inputs
suppliers.

Results and Observations

Respondents were provided a given list of
reasons why they chose their current main retail
inputs supplier. The respondents were asked to rate
(not rank) the importance of each reason on a scale
of 1 (unimportant) to 5 (critically important). Repu-
tation delivery services, and long-term relationship
with a salesperson had the highest ratings, with
means of 4,33, 4.26, and 4.24, respectively (Figure
1). Financing, equipment rental, and scouting serv-
ices had the lowest ratings as reasons why the pro-
ducers chose their current primaty supplier, with
mean scores of 2.89, 3.09, and 3.10, respectively.
The write-in attributes that were frequently cited
included friendly sales people, knowledgeable
employees, and good services.

The relatively lower mean scores of financing,
equipment rental, and scouting serviees do not imply
that retail suppliers can ignore these services. These
services may be offered by almost all suppliers and
are, thus, deerned unimportant when growers select
among suppliers. The neeessity for these services is
pursued later in the questionnaire.

Price and location were anticipated to be more
highly rated. The observed lack of prominence of
price as a selection criteria might be reflective of a
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Figure 1. Main Retailer Attributes That Are Most Important to the Fruit/Vegetable Producer.

competitive environment in the marketplace,or price
Iedership by a few firms.Althoughlocation’sratingwas
unexpected.lylows thanthat ofmany attributesfourout
of five growersclaimed that theirp* supplierwas
alsothe closes$supplierof _ fi%dizer,andpesticides.

While nearly one-half of the respondents used
only one supplier in 1998, the remainder used at least
two suppliers (as many as six suppliers were cited by
a few producers).Reasons that fwd hortimkuml crops
producers gave for using multiple retailersare listed in
Figure 2 along with the proportion of growers who
claimed a particularor specificreason as ajustification
for using multiple retail suppliers. The three most
common reasons for the respondentsto use more than
one supplier in 1998 were: availability of certain
pesticides (78 percent); long-term relationship with a
supplier (77 pereent); and availability of specific
services (73 percent). The three least important

~()%

56%

58%

65°fa

66%

72%

73%

77%

78%

I Amount of credit extended by supplier
[

reasons cited were: amount of credit extended by a
supplier (40 percent); availability of fertilizer (56
percent); and availability of specific equipment for
rent (58 percent).

Operators were asked which services a sup-
plier must provide for an operator to do business
with them. The seven items listed in the survey are
presented in Figure 3, along with the proportion of
respondents requiring that service. The three most
frequently mentioned services were: delivery of
products (60 percent); full-time salesperson (54
percent); and custom applications (52 percent).
Note that these responses are similar to what was
important for selecting the main supplier. The
three least necessary services that a supplier must
provide were: scouting services (23 percent); parts
and repair services (29 percent); and financing (36
percent).
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Figure 2. Reasons for Producers to Use Multiple Retail Suppliers.
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Figure 3. Minhnum Services Expected of Retail Suppliers.

Conclusions

It would appear that suppliers cannot increase
producer satisfaction levels by segmenting their
clients into different operator groups and trying to
appeal to those groups rather than to those operators
using multiple suppliers. This lack of substantial
market segmentation probably reflects a highly
competitive mmketplace/industry where producers
are quick to adopt least-cost behaviors regardless of
their particular idiosyncratic farm characteristic
classifications. This does not imply that fruit and/or
vegetable growers are dissatisfied with their sup-
plier(s). Nonetheless, some services and supplier
attributes are more important than others in a pa-
tron’s preferences, indicating that suppliers must
carefblly weigh which services to offer.
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